BRITISH RHINE TROOPS LIKELY TO WITHDRAW

Collapse of Ruhr Peace Increases Strain Between England and France

London, Feb. 16—The collapse of the 18,000-man French garrison has increased the strain of the eastern front and made the withdrawal of British troops from the Ruhr more likely.

M. Le Trocque, French minister of public safety, and General Poincaré of the French foreign office, were reported to have developed plans for the withdrawal of the British forces from the Ruhr. A French official stated: "These plans are in the making."

The French effort represents the second blow to the German peace, the first being the break with the Belgian government.

The strain on the eastern front is widespread, and the withdrawal of the British forces is expected to ease the situation. The French are reported to have made preparations for the withdrawal of the British forces, and the British are expected to follow suit.

STONE COFFIN OF EGYPTIAN KING REVEALED

Rich Treasures Found in Tomb of Tutankhamun's Father

(London, Feb. 15) Luxor, Egypt, Feb. 15—The Court of Justice of Tu-tankhamun's tomb has been opened and the stone coffin in which he was placed has been removed for further examination.

The sarcophagus of Tutankhamun was revealed when Lord Carnarvon said that the coffin was so heavy that it could not be lifted. The coffin is of the innermost chamber of Tutankhamun. The scent of the ancient anointing oil which is said to have been used in the burial is said to be preserved in the coffin. The scent of the ancient anointing oil which is said to have been used in the burial is said to be preserved in the coffin.

The air in the tomb is so heavy that it is difficult to breathe. The scent of the ancient anointing oil which is said to have been used in the burial is said to be preserved in the coffin.

HAWKEYE SALE CAMPAIGN WILL CLOSE ON FEBRUARY 20

Many Odd Features Make Year-Book Different From Previous

The last opportunity to subscribe for a 1920 Hawkeye sale campaign has been announced. The campaign will be open until the end of February, and will close on February 20. The sale campaign will be open until the end of February, and will close on February 20.

Hawkeyes are in demand by the numera-ble "fanatic" for the "true" story of the University of Iowa.

The sale campaign will be closed at 5 p.m. on February 20.
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Bremer's

Announcing the Arrival of the Newest Creations in Spring Hats
BISHOP MILLINERY
Cash Fashion Shop
346 110 S. Clinton

BIOGRAPHY

The greatest assortment of Breakfast Rolls will be found at the
Quality Coffee Room
Be one of the hundreds that enjoy these every morning.
Real Chop Suey Monday Night from 5 to 7.

Arrived
Spring Suits
$35

It seems to me that the designer sold
ourselves in the presentation of the new suits for Spring. Take them and we’ve had a number which we guarantee to please for your inspection.
Others, $25 to $50.
COME IN TODAY
GET ONE NOW

Ritestyle
SAVINGS WORE\S IOWA CITY, IA.

Suits
The first five days will find the most fashionably dressed women parading around in these Tailleur. You’ll be there among them.
Because...\

Breckenridge is the dressmaker of a Suit, whose jacket blouses above a sour hipband or it may be one that flares a bit like a Spanish bolero.

$29.50 to $69.50

ICE CREAM FITS THE PURSE
A serving of Ice Cream supplies, nourishment about twice as cheaply as canned pears for instance. Few other good reasons as this, thrifty housewives use Ice Cream regularly for dessert.

TEWARDS SERVE S.IDWELL'S ICE CREAM AND SAVE MONEY
We always have on hand a pleasing list of Flavored Ice Creams. We make a specialty of SHERBERTS and Ice can be made to order at any time.

SPECIAL FANCY BRICKS
Every Week End
ORDER NOW FOR SUNDAY
SIDWELL'S
SPEAKERS TELL PROPER WAY TO TEACH HISTORY
Third Annual Conference of Teachers Iowa Program

The Brainiest People

In all walks of life natural Borns purposely for their qualities when necessary to do so and only when it does some one some good. The make believe artist is always boosting his qualities because no one else can truthfully do it for him.

The Brainiest People

in all walks of life natural Borns purposely for their qualities when necessary to do so and only when it does some one some good. The make believe artist is always boosting his qualities because no one else can truthfully do it for him.

The Brainiest People

in all walks of life natural Borns purposely for their qualities when necessary to do so and only when it does some one some good. The make believe artist is always boosting his qualities because no one else can truthfully do it for him.
There are many things that a woman can do as well as a man, if not better.

A Flapper Can Do More! See "THE MARRIED FLAPPER!"

Easy on your Feet

Pocket Book

NATURALLY.

...though when we buy

socks, we are thinking of

how you will like them. We

buy Minnesota Socks because

they let us say to you: for the

beautiful silver loving cup have

sent in entry lists. The sche-

The Gophers are reported to

show a marked improvement in

the first meet of the season. This

will also be the first dual meet

that the Hawkeyes have entered, so

part is in the air.

Coach Harold E. Schaefer took

five men to Iowa, Minnesota, Captain G. W. Tompkins, T. P. Treynor, his

Hodgler, Lyle Bailey, and A. C., and

algae.

Tumph. Captain Hodgler will take part in the meet on the parallel bars, horizontal bars, trapezes, rings, and the
touching. Richard and Trapp will enter the

Horrible, vaulting, and stick-competition, will take care of the Iowa

entry. The Governors are reported to

have a strong team, but last year they took

50-yard

a strong team, last year they took

the

DUAL OF EVENTS IS PRACTICALLY THE

first skating tournament at the

team under the guardianship of

W. Tompkins, T. P. Treynor, A. A.

Sanford, and C. A. Wilson, party.

By any and with The Young People

Fireside Hour: Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.

"Science and the Religious World View"

Discussion Leader — Prof. F. H. Knight

"Who's a Coward!" at the

Student Union on Feb. 17th.

PARTY OF HEARTS

The Freedoms of the Freethinkers in the pre-Roman Church will deserve
till of the Cotillion ball room,

are
tomorrow's games, which

games, which

have been given each year for the

promotion for the

game. The Capital Repereents of the
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court, and will be

in the
court.

recreation.
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PLAY IS STAGED FOR LOCAL KIDS

Tom Thumb Theatre Planning On Packed Auditions For Today's Program

The Tom Thumb Theatre, located by the University dormitory, will set up this after-noon in natural science auditorium for the children of Iowa City. The Town Cryer story is being told by Prof. E. C. Made of the speech department, and the story-boards will present two of world's greatest stories.

Tom Thumb theatre is composed in the style of the real theatre and is a make-believe world of kings and queens, and the girl who becomes a prince. It is the nature of every child to want to act and these plays are typical of the games that children play daily. They are especially well-written by Stuart Walker's whimsical and slightly moralistic style. The cast which is composed for the repertory is consisted of the University students who have been working on the plays as class work all year and are capable of giving their parts with real ability. It is in stage craft is to be used the colors in costume, the makeup.

Tickets for these plays which are on sale now at the public library and the Bank and Craft Shop will also be sold at the door before the performance, which will begin at 2:00 sharp.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

 Theta Sigma Phi and Mauro will meet in room 15 liberal arts auditorium at 1:15 clock this noon. Margaret Althaus

Leatrice Joy and Matt Moore

There is "Minnie"-"Joy" in this picture than anything you've ever seen in a long time. You'll laugh with the girl who had to

FABLES

with the coming star

Leatrice Joy and Matt Moore

"Get the Garden Habit—You Won't be Disappointed"

COMING TOMORROW

A Mighty Drama

blazing with big emotions

LUDI B. MAVER presents

Reginald Barker's production of

Hearts Aflame

Featuring a forest fire so viriul you can smell the charred trees and hear them crash to the ground!

You haven't heard of this picture because it is new—but it will soon prove to be—

AN OUTSTANDING PRODUCTION

Begins Sunday for Four Days

LATER TIMES TODAY

2 ORPHEUM 2

and

"The Broadway Madonna"

USUAL VODFIL ADMISSION

Does The Flapper continue her FLAPPING

AFTER MARRIAGE?

See THE MARRIED FLAPPER

by H. L. Mencken

THE TOM THUMB THEATRE OF IOWA CITY LIBRARY presents

STUART WILSON'S

"SIX WHO PASS WHILE LENTILS BOIL" and

"SIR DAVID WEARS A CROWN"

At the University Theatre This Afternoon At 2:30 P. M.

Tickets on sale at the Book and Craft Store or at the Public Library. Adults 50c, Children 25c.

GIMME! GIMME! GIMME!—GIMME A CAR... GIMME A MAN... GIMME A BITE...

Whose the "Gimme" Artist in Your Fraternity?

The Most Frequent "Gimme" of them all—

"Gimme a Kiss!"

She Had the "Gimmes"

Have you got them? They are as prevalent as colds and headaches—And Much More Dangerous!

GIMME! with HELENE CHADWICK, GASTON GLASS H.B. WALTHALL, ELEANOR BOARDMAN KATE LESTER

GIRLS!—See "Gimme" and make your dating a 90-10 percent proposition in your favor—

Oh Yes! It's A Novel Idea! That's What Makes This Lively Comedy-Drama One of The Most Entertaining That's Come Along In Many Years. "A Picture You're Going To Talk About When You Get Back To The House! Also Baby Peggy in "Swede Face."

STARTING TOMORROW

10c 10c 40c 40c
The Daily Iowan

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1913

MEMBER OF IOWA COLLEGE PRESS AND
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The Daily Iowan...

OFFICIAL STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF THE
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY

Religion and the fulfillment of all
And all he a trifle
("...")
IIarry of the slavery question.
Edward James McEwen, R. B.

**EDITORIAL**

Sunday, February 17

GROUNDED PLEA

A band of public speakers at the University of
Wisconsin have organized a "Soociety for the
Welfare of Home-breakers." The great and
anxiety of discouraging marriages among
students, they allege to have made a
necessary study of women and to have found that
to make up for home building. A woman, they
say, is no less necessary to the home than the
doctor and the lawyer are.

Although they repeatedly complained at the Iowa
University, the speakers in the "Soociety for the
Welfare of Home-breakers" ascribe the fact that
they do the man may be sure of
their delight.

A good man must be broad-minded, but only
in his intellect and his heart. If a man is
travesty, he must choose the side he believes
right, then define it. It is all very well to be
ever so broad-minded, but only so long as
he to heed them, but the significant fact remains that
the number of the broad-minded is in a
action, and, believing that they were right,
identified all classes.

IN WHICH MERCURY REEMS

Reasonable (By Dr. Lemley Overly)

A severe cold wave and strong wind visited
Iowa City last Friday night. The thermometer dropped
below zero, and the cloud of the day in a short time by
Monday had greatly moderated.

Professor Piper seems to have desired the
one of these tribute operations which require much
philosophical knowledge. There are at present two recognized
method of determining the effect. He
sets up the exception is part
of the question.

I T'S A GIRL!

(Mrs. S. F. Milner,

TABLE ETIQUETTE

Eating caviar or oysters is one of those
distinctly UnAmerican operations which require
much philosophical knowledge. There are at present two
recognized method of determining the effect. He
sets up the exception is part
of the question.

I T'S A GIRL!

(Mrs. S. F. Milner,}

Kevin Piper, Jr.

Table manners...
FAMOUS LECTURER TO SPEAK SUNDAY

President Kurtz of McPherson College Will Deliver Philosophical Address

"The only way to appreciate free ideas is to discuss them," warns Kurtz. "Either to be serious and defend them, or to be foolish and denounce them."

The campus is expected to be packed Sunday afternoon when Kurtz will speak on "The Theory of Knowledge" in Old Main. 

Kurtz, who has been described as a philosopher as well as a popular lecturer, will be seen by many as an inspiration to the students of McPherson College. 

The lecture will start at 4 p.m. in Old Main and is free and open to the public.

---

NEW NUMBER OF JOURNAL IS OUT

Jay J. Sherman Writes Articles on History of County Government

The January number of the "Iowa Journal of History and Politics," which is published annually by the State Historical Society of Iowa, has been released.

The journal, which is aimed at students and scholars interested in Iowa history, includes articles on various topics, including the history of county government in Iowa.

The January number includes articles on the history of county government in Iowa and the development of county government in the state. It also includes a section on the history of county government in the United States.

---

ENTERTAIN AT FIRST BALAOUET

Mr. and Mrs. B. E. T. Are Hosts for Evening of Music and Dance

The first formal dance of the year was held on Saturday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. E. T. The dance was attended by a large number of guests.

The dance, which featured music provided by a local band, was a success and everyone had a great time.

---
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The first formal dance of the year was held on Saturday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. E. T. The dance was attended by a large number of guests.

The dance, which featured music provided by a local band, was a success and everyone had a great time.

---

GIMME A HAND

The German trade union movement, which is one of the most powerful in the world, is facing a new challenge from the German government. The government has passed a law that will make it illegal for trade unions to strike.

The law, which was passed in the Bundestag on Monday, was condemned by the trade union leaders as a violation of their right to collective bargaining.

The trade union leaders have vowed to challenge the law in court, but they face a difficult battle. The government is expected to appeal the decision and the case could be heard by the European Court of Justice.

---

PUBLIC SALES

We have purchased 120,000 copies of the U.S. Army Manual of 1956, a book that was the entire surplus stock of one of the largest U.S. Government book contractors.

This book is a valuable reference work, containing information on a wide range of military subjects. It is a must-have for any military library.

---

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

STORE AND TRY A REAL MALTLED MILK OR SUNDANCE

DROPPIN IN AT WHETSTONE'S

DROPPIN IN AT WHETSTONE'S

---

3 O'clock in the Afternoon

D’Olier Sallman, spare room, is wanted. Have also one room in the rear.

WANTED

Roommates.

---

A business woman has a desk job. She needs a place to live. She is looking for a roommate. She is willing to pay a reasonable rent.

---

MISS MOLLY

NEEDS ROOMMATE

An attractive young woman is looking for a roommate to share an apartment in the city. She is a professional and is seeking a quiet, clean environment.

---

WANTED

2 rooms near U. S. Army Manual of 1956, a book that was the entire surplus stock of one of the largest U.S. Government book contractors.

This book is a valuable reference work, containing information on a wide range of military subjects. It is a must-have for any military library.
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Buy Today—You won’t be disappointed.

THE 1924 HAWKEYE TODAY IS YOUR LAST OPPORTUNITY TO SUBSCRIBE

The Hawkeye Offers This Year:

The most elaborate and artistic art features that have ever appeared in a college annual.

Two new and distinctive sections: Iowa Life, a graphic representation of the pep and enthusiasm that makes up the year of student life at the University of Iowa; Hawkeye Humor, a daring and radical departure from past feature sections; We Nominate for the Hall of Fame and How College Professors spend their vacations along with a choice collection of flashlight photographs are only a few of the new features.

NEW PRICE, $4.75 CASH.

NO UNIVERSITY CAN BOAST OF A BETTER BOOK THAN THE 1924 HAWKEYE

ON SALE TODAY ONLY AT

Liberal Arts Building
Natural Science Building
Law Building
Dental Building
Old Chemistry Building
Engineering Building

THE 1924 HAWKEYE “YOUR YEAR BOOK”

Don't wait to be asked to buy; sign up anyway.

Don't worry about payment—we'll fix that up.